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SIX CANDIDATES VIE FOR TOP AS POSITION
By JERRY J. SHACKETT&

and Bill Kelly, a junior from off campus.
The competition for secretary includes
Sharon King, a sophomore from off campus,
Sandy Basham, a junior from Dressler Hall,
and Jolene Rice, a sophomore from Dessler

New1 Editor

Six candidates have filed for the position
of AS president as filing closed Monday p.m.
They include Ed Woodell, a junior from off
campus, Mike Wickstead, a junior from Pearce
Hall, Jim Fritchie, a junior from off campus,
Bob VanSchoorl, a senior from off campus,
Gordon Gerlitz, a junior from Pearce Hall, and
Barb Southwick, a senior from Dressler Hal I.
In the race for EVP four candidates-Clint
Hill, a iunior from Pearce Hall, Steve Hyde, a
iuni~r from off campus, Mike Kepi, a iunior
from Streeter Hall, and John Coffin, a sophomore from off campus-have thrown their hats
into the campaign ring.
Bill Banger is the lone candidate for AVP
as no one filed against him.
The treasurer spot attracted two candidates, Wain Miller, a junior from off campus,

Harl.
In the presidential race Fritchie has embarked on an ambitious campaign with hit publicity up iust after the filing closed. Fritchie has
been speaking before several groups on the
campus, and to this point has been the most
active candidate.
Southwick, the first candidate for the top
spot of the fairer sex to be seen in a long time,
withdrew from the race shortly after she
originally filed . She sighted personal reasons
as the motive. Monday found her back in the
race.
Wickstead joined Fritchie as an early

starter in the campaign with publicity hitting
the campus shortly after the filing closed.
Woodell has purchased considerable space
in The Easterner but has done little else to this
point.
Bill Banger has the easiest campaign with
nobody to oppose him . What type of campaign
he will run remains to be seen but most are
positive he has the job nailed down .
The students will have the opportunity to
meet the candidtaes at a candidates convention
which will be held this Friday in Bali Lounge
at 9 :40, with all 9 :40 classes excused for the
meeting. Each candidate will speak and respond to questions from th~ audience.
A dance honoring the candidates will be
held in Tawanka Commons Friday night at 9
p.m. The dance is being sponsored by Senior
Hnll and will be rt mixer.
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"Educationally Oriented"
Black Week Stats.Mllllay
By SHEILA MALLOY
Slaff Writer

Progress toward emancipation
of the black man in America
began with Abraham Lincoln's
Proclamation in 1863. It continues through next week (and
Lincoln's Birthday) with lectures
and discussions in Eastern's educationally oriented Black Week.
The white man's education and
understanding of the new and
emerging role of the black man
in the U.S. is the goal of the
Black Student Union effort b&·
ginning Monday, accord_ing to
BSU members.
The week will feature such

Black Week
Schedule Set
Monday, Feb. 10
Carl Maxey, 12:00
Bali
Lounge
Aaron Dixon and Black
Panther Part:y, 7:30 p.m. JFK
Tuesday, Feb.11
Roberta Byrd Barr, 12: 00
JFK Auditorium
Adam Clayton Powell, 8: 00
p.m. Fiel~,...
ho=u=s.;,e_ _
Wednesday, Feb. 12
Rev. Jesse Jackson, 12:00
Showalter Auditorium
Morning Star Choir, 7:30 p.m.
Showalter Auditorium
Thursday, Feb. 13
West Indian Association and
Kuria, 12: 00 Bali Lounge
Fashion Show, 8:00 p.m.
Showalter Auditorium
Friday, Feb. 14
Open Forum-HSU members,
1: 00 Bali Loung~
Dance, 9:30 p.m. Tawanka

notable speakers as Congressman Adam Clayton Powell, the
controversial representative from
Harlem and Rev. Jesse Jackson ,
Chicago minister responsible for
placing several thousand Negroes
in jobs in that area.
Carl Maxey, influential attorney and black leader in Spokane, Roberta Byrd Barr, vice
principal of Franklin High Schoo·l
in Seattle who has been instrumental in speaking for National
Educational Television's " Black
Journal'' and poet Aaron Dixon,
English major at University of
Washington and captain of Seattle's Black Panther Party will
also speak.
Black Week schedule also includes an Afro-American fashion
show, Morning Star Choir, and
a panel discussion featuring Peter
Kuria of Nigeria and the West
Indian Association on "Foreign
blacks in American society."
, The BSU will hold a forum
at the end of the week and a
dance is scheduled for Friday
night.

Jiin Garrison
Cancels Talk
New Orleans District Attorney
Jim Garrison has cancelled an
April 3 speaking engagement on
campus because of his commit·ment to the controversial Clay
Shaw trial, AS President Mike
Murphy reported.
Garrison is trying New Orleans
businessman Clay Shaw on a
conspiracy charge involving the
assassination of President John
F. Kennedy on Nov. 22, 1963.
Tentative speakers to replace
Garrison are Eric Hoffer, longshoreman turned philosopher
who is currently serving on President Johnson's commission on
violence; New York Times columnist Max Lerner, professor of
the University of Pennsylvania;
and South Dakota Senator George McGovern, unsuccessful Democratic presidential candidate last
year.

AARON DIXON, CAPTAIN OF SEATTLE'S chapter of the Black
Panthers will speak here Monday in the Kennedy Library auditorium
at 7:30 p.m. Spokane attorney Carl Maxey will speak at noon of the
same day in Bali Lounge to launch Black Week.

Vote Scheduled on Black Week Funds

Gober and Costanzo also asControversy continues to swirl
around Black Week as a petition serteq in a prepared statement
has forced the question of a $725 that the AS has already comallotment made by the Associated mitted $1500 for an appearance
Student Council for Black Week by Adam Clayton Powell which
will coincide with Black Week.
to a vote of the students.
Phil Gober, OCC president, and Murphy pointed out that he made
Mike Costanzo, OCC social chair- the decision on the visit by Poman, spearheaded the petition well before there was ever a
drive which collected 545 signa- BSU on the campus or a Black
tures. The number of signatures Week had been thought of. "The
required to force an election is money spent on Powell has nothing to do with Black Week or: the
504.
The $725 was alloted by the
AS council at their Jan. 23 meeting and was to be used for Black
Week activities. The special election forced by the petition will
An up-dated judicial code,
be held tomorrow, with polling hammered out by committee, exA petition was circulated last places in the SUB and Tawanka. . amined by an attorney and passThursday by the freshmen class
Gober said the petition took ed by AS Council, will go to
officers asking for voting and , only four hours to complete and Eastern's Board of Trustees this
speaking privileges for the fresh- that he was "amazed" at the re- month for final examination and
men class at AS meetings.
sponse to the petition. "Some peo- action.
At the end of spring quarter ple signed even though they were
AS Executive Vice President
in June, 1967, the freshmen class in favor of Black Week," Gober Gary Rentel, head of a student
bad these prlv Ueges removed for said. "We think $2550 is plenty committee which drew up the
lack of attendance at AS meet- for Black Week, and we want new document, says the code enings, fresbmen meetings, and all the students to decide on the larges student power and applies
freshmen activities.
money that is given," Gober to every person attending EastThe purpose of this petition is added . The amount of $2550 is ern.
to give back to the freshmen the total amount which has been
If the Board passes the code,
class their voting and speaking given towards Black Week by the as is expected, it will become
privileges at AS meetings, ac- AWS, AMS, the administration of law immediately superceding a set
cording to Louis Bell, freshman the college, and Mike Murphy, of bylaws adopted in 1965.
AS president.
class president.
The judicial code sets up laws

Frosh Ask

AS Privilege

issue of the $725," Murphy said.
Murphy has voiced opposition
to the petition. Murphy said "I
am going on a campaign to see
the petition defeated because I
don't want to see Black Week
jeopardized. The sponsors of the
petition are completely within
their rights, but the AS finance
committee and the AS council
approved the funds for an educational experience and I want to
see that it happens," Murphy said.

lWilliam Morlin
Quits To Accept
AP Positon
William R. Morlin, editor of
The Easterner since September, has tesigned, effective tomorrow, to accept a full-time
position with The Associated
Press in Spokane.
Morlin has been working for
the AP part-time and has been
asked to fill a vacancy on a
full-time basis. ''It is a good
job offer and I can't pass it
up," Morlin said.
Mike Murphy, AS president,
said applications have been
·accepted all week and the AS
.council will make a decision on
a new editor at their Thursday
·meeting.

AS Judicial Code Passed
under which student governmentand particularly the judicial armcan deal with students and legal
matters affe~ting them, Rentel
said.
After revamping the 1965 code
and coming up· with the new
document, Rentel said he sent it
to Eastern attorney William
Powell for his perusal.
Powell was present at the AS
Council meeting at which the
code was unanimously adopted
with only slight amendment.
The Spokane attorney termed
the new judicial code "tremendous" and said it was an excellent example of how students
can establish their own laws

and handle their own matters.
"It (the judicial code) is an excellent thing which may provide
a vehicle so a student can avoid
ending up in the county jail,"
Powell told the Council members.
In part, the judicial code sets
up a judicial board composed
of a chief justice and four associated justices as overseers of
Eastern's student body legal s.ystem.
The justices are charged with
carrying out the duties outlined
in the code and with upholding
the AS Constitution.
Another section of the code de( Continued on Page 9)
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COUNCIL

RE. p'S DO~ 'T
coMSUL'f THEIR

~ coMST\TUENT.S/

The speakers slated for Black Week
include such notables as Adam Clayton
Powell, Harlem congressman, and the
Rev. Jesse Jackson, former lieutenant ·
of the slain Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
These nationally known figures should
draw capacity crowds and deserve
such .
Area speakers, such as newsman
John Ray and attorney Carl Maxey of
Spokane; and Black Panther Captain
Aaron Dixon and Roberta Byrd of
Seattle will probably draw smaller
crowds than Powell or Jackson. These
speakers shouldn't but by all odds
they will.
For there are always students in this
educational environment who will attend ·talks by Powell and Jackson because they are big names and then
totally
neglect
the
lesser-known
speakers-the same speakers who will
place Powell and Jackson's message
in proper perspective and in the student's own backyard.
Education is the name of the game
at Eastern. Black Week offers it. As in
any other course of learning questions
will arise in the student's mind- voice
them. Dialogue creates understanding.
Black Week will probably prove
111ore enlightening an experience than
eighteen hours of your present class
lond .

A Real Say
Many students are becoming increasingly , concerned with the type
and quality of instruction they are
receiving at this college. Students are
questioning the relevancy of what they
are being given in the classroom.
Should the students have a say in
what courses are offered and who shall
instruct them?
The answer to this is an obvious
yes. Students are at this institution to
learn and not to simply go through the
motions of gaining a degree which
has supposedly given them a well
rounded, education. Students want to
study and learn what they want, not
what someone tells them they must
know. Freedom is the key word . Freedom to pursue the educational avenues of their choice.
In reality this is not entirely possible. There are laws and there is the
taxpayer who must be taken into account. To ignore these things is stupidity because like them or not they
are real and must be dealt with and
not just dismissed as corrupt or unjust.
What then can be done to give the
student a voice in the system of which
he is a most important part? Several
things are possible.
First the students could have a real
say at the departmental level in decisions concerning course offerings,
new faculty, textbooks, and class scheduling. This could be set up any number of ways and the psychology and
political science departments, to name
twa,, have taken some steps in this
direction. It is up to the students to
take some action in their department
and work towards having a real say
in this area .
Secondly, students should have a

MELD?

A.S.

Black Week: Educational
Black Week starts next Monday and
if students come to the Cheney campus
for an educati-on then they should
throw fheir textbooks aside all of next
week and attend every talk, film and
seminar included in the program.
The Black Panthers, the Olympic
Boycqtt and the ghetto fires are all
subjects crucial to the education of an
American citizen yet they are not to
be found in texbooks nor are they
treated impartially and accurately in
most of the news media . If one wants
an accurate story on the true black
plight in America don't ask the white,
upper-class editor- ask the ghet1o
dweller; and don't rely on the "inf orrned" _source who had just ventured
out of his office for a more-excitingthan-usual reporting job for the exact
picture--rely on the brot.her who makes
hi s bed in that place .
Black Week will relate to Eastern's
audienc~ a tale of white racism that
many students are unaware of. The
National Advisory Commission on
Civil Disorders established by President Lyndon Johnson after Detroit and
Newark were ravaged by flames
labelled the United States of America
-"with liberty and justice for all"-as
a racist country. Why? The many
answers are to be found during Black
Week.

FDR

• • •

say in who does not get tenure and.
leaves or who does get tenure and
stays. Teachers should be evaluated on
performance and who can more effectively evaluate than the student who
sees the prof every day. This could
take the form of student completed
evaluation which could be considered
by tenure committees. Students with
a major in the area in question could
advise the tenure committee as to the
feelings of the students. Many instructors shrink from the thought of being
·judged by students an-d these people
are nothing but cowards.
Thirdly, the undergraduates should
be given a real say in what is required
of them for a degree. Is HPE 115 really
necessary for a man to be educated?
What about swimming? Students have
a deep interest in these areas since
they are the ones who must take the
courses yet they have no real say.
Some argue that they do. Students got
rid of ROTC didn't they? Yes they did
after many years of misunderstanding
and hard feelings . Why not include the
student in the decision making process
in the first place and then all of the
problems might possibly be avoided.
Most students do not want to run
the college . They don't have all the
technical knowledge and experience
necessary for that undertaking. That
job should be left to those who get
paid to do it.
What the students do want is a real
say in what happens to them. Students
are informed and intelligent. They are
aware of what is gojng on. All they
want is to be able to have a part in
making the decisions that affect them
much more than they affect the administrators who make fhe rules.

LEmRS TO THE EDITOR

Petition

Editor:
Acting through established associated Students procedure the
Black Student Union sought and
obtained an appropriation for
the Black Week activities. The
A.S. Council voted to approve
the finance committee recommendation in the amount of
$725.00 by a large majority. A
petition has been received requiring a referendum election to
determine, by a vote of the students, if the funds are to be
granted for the partial support
of Black Week.
Although the right to referendum cannot be refuted, the motives for the vote call can be
questioned in respect to its ap-_
plicability towards the Black
Week program.
If it is to be effective the
black week program requires the
support of t.he entire academic
community, both financially and
by their active participation. It
is through this support that Black
Week will be of maximum ben-

efit to the entire college community in obtaining a better understanding

of

the

American

black man. It is obvious that
the B.S. U. is the vehicle to success(ully present a program of
this nature to the campus.
Although there was misunderstanding and varied opinions as

to the tactics involved in the
procuring of the funds to fi-

nance Black Week, the necessary
finances have been raised and
the week is completely planned.
The loss of any portion of the
funds will tend to perhaps cause
partial curtailment of the week's
activities.
The other argument that has
been used in bringing this issue
to a vote of the students is the
fact that the A.S. Council is not
a representative body of the students and is not qualified to cor~
rectly determine the issues.
The representative form of
government is not based on a
vote of all the people on every
issue. The elected official, in
ASEWSC case the student council members or finance members are elected or approved on

their merits and platform statement. Nowhere is required that
the elected representative officially poll his constituents and vote
as they direct him . The representative will vote as he sees
fit based on evidence presented
for his deliberation. If the representative is not following the
wishes of his constituency it is
up to the constituency to replace
their representative with a spokesman more homogeneous with
their view.
·
The referendum , although at
times a . necessity, is not an effective method of proving the
alleged incompetancy of A.S.
Council.
In conclusion, it can be seen
that in this referendum the issue
of misrepresented student will
not be affected, the only f unction that will be affected is the
Black Week program, which is
designed for the entire community. Therefore, we urge you
to consider this referendum election and re-affirm the Council
and finance committee decisions.
Mike Murphy
Rick Allen

Robert VanSchoorl
Gary Rentel
Barb Southwick

Correction
Editor :
I would like to make a correction in Rick Allen's column of
January 29, 1969. The "Associated Men Student nite-cap" which
''was a big success,' ' was jointly
sponsored by Associated Women
Students and Associated Men
Students. The girls worked hard
on that one too!
Kathy Kay

lHE EASTERNER
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Think
About It
By STEVE MILLER

By RICK ALLEN
,uo-<s like a.nother busy week ....
Associated· Students Elections and
campaigning, a mixer in Tawanka,
Black Week beginning Monday and
some pretty good movies (including
the first "real" foreign film) leaves
just about everyone with something
to do within the next seven days.

Men May Not Love Men

last Wednesday's first foreign film
(would you believe "King Kong")
didn't get a seat. Nearly 200 paying
people packed Bali before the 8 p.m.
showing, and probably another 50
came in late.
r

11

Men may love women, but men may not love men.
Two males, locked in embrace, implies deviant behavior ·
according to our cultural standards.
Men may· exchange hand shakes, obsenities and play.ful
punches, but nothing more.
The dictates of male to male behavior are less rigid in
other countries. Men exchange flowers in Russia, kiss cheeks
in France and hug in Lebanon.
The expressions are not sexual, only mediums to convey
affection.
American channels for male to male love are blocked by the
spectre of homosexuality. The obsession is transmitted to most
males through family socialization.
At an early age little boys are taught that physical expression
of love should be directed to women only. But there are many
gradations of physical love. Sexual relations comprise one end
of the spectrum and should be a strictly heterosexual experience. Embraces- from bear hugs to hand shakes balance
the other end.
Yet for a man to merely touch another man appears suspicious.
I believe love is a deep concern for the well-being of
others. By its very nature, it needs to be expressed not only
verbally, but physically.
Yet the channels are blocked. I can't embrace another ·man
without feeling embarassment and guilt._ However, it seems
natural that I should.
.
We need to take a broader look at love. The chann~ls must
be cleared. Men must be taught that expression of love to
another male through physical contact and with words is not
shameful.
It is probably too late for this generation to escape the concepts of love engrained in us.
Hope lies in the next generation. Ideally fathers and mothers
will introduce their sons ur daughters to a broader concept of
love. A concept respectful of proper sexual conduct, but cognizant of man's need to love his fellow man. 1
Perhaps freer channels of affection will lead to better
communication between men and women alike.

*

*

*

*

*

*

Many of this week's activities center
around the elections, including the excused convocation at 9:40 Friday. At
this time alJ A.S. candidates will be
introduced to interested students.
The con will be held in Bali Lounge,
and will be the only chance many
people will have to see the candidates
because the former practice _pf organized dorm visitations has been discontinued.
>:
*

*

*

*

The second semi-formal of the
quarter, and usually one of the best,
will end the two full weeks of events.
The Freshman Class Sweetheart Ball
will be held in Tawanka on Saturday,
February 15. It's at this dance that the
frosh class picks its Freshman Sweethearts of the year.

The dance Friday also centers
around the election theme. Sponsored
by Senior Hall, the mixer will be one
of few held in Tawanka . Here the
candidates will be given a short introduction .. . al l leading to the primaries
on February 13.
*
*

EDITOR'S NOTE: Steve MIiler was formerly editor of the
CWSC school paper. The Streeter Hall senior, who recently
returned from Europe and tlae middle east, bas worked for
KIRO-TV, KBRO Radio, tbe Yakima Herald and several
weekly papen.

*

Black week . begins Monday, and
from the looks of the program the
Black Student Union has lined up, this
could be one of Eastern's grecjtest
week's in history .
Everyone knows Adam Clayton
Powell (he'll be here Tuesday) and
has heard of the Black Panther Party
(whose representative will also speak
here), and some know of Reverend
Jesse Jackson, who has found black
people over 17,000 jobs in Chicago,
(he will also appear on campus). Many
other black events are scheduled, and
should be very informative to Eastern's
white community as well as the black.

A.S. election campaigning (if you
haven't noticed) began Monday. Probably more people filed for the President's position than have ever filed for
that spot before, and it looks like a
real race.
Filing for the other positions was
not as heavy, but al I the races look
close.

*

*

*
Just a final note- Washington's
Birthday is coming- February 22, and
with it another Alpha Kappa Psi mixer
(remember Tawanka, the prizes, and
the go-go girls?) It looks as though the
men of Alpha Kappa Psi have another
one lined up- maybe better

People who didn't arrive early at

MORE LETlERS JO THE EDITOR

Today, neari~g the eighty mile- reach eighty years and shake educate dissident students on the disruptions. The tentative schedstone, I look down the trail a,nd y«;>ur hand, we could be in harunchanging role of the WASP in ule may also include area leadEditor:
see students in ·turmoil. Soon you mony. The generation gap is
America.
·
ers who· will comment on local
Steve Miller's latest "Think will be parents paying taxes, mainly a time gap.
Our proposed program, Whitey color.
Martin Billesbach
Week, would include a famous
After reviewing the obvious
About It" doesn't give us much and you will wonder if those colto think about. What it was lege kids aren't wasting some of
Cheney
politician and an inspirational re- merits of .our program we are
supposed to be was an attack on ·that money. Then, too soon, you
ligious leader. Tentatively sched- confident that the Council will
.
will be holding that . g~ndchild ..
uled as the main speaker is that not shuck their responsibilities
American "love."
I'm not attacking 1i'is..thesis·, but on your knee and thmkmg how
paragon ·of WASP idealism Gov- and will eventually take decisive
most readers wort't ·see·it except smart be --is ··but. ho.w erratic.-> Editor:
.
ernor Lestor Maddox. Also on action on our righteous program.
as "smut." Miller , c ~.11iitJ~· '"When you .r.eaeb· th~ .~gq~y.·mH~-•.:.,..,i, .1p:,g~rdfng··:the .recent · A.S:' de- the . te11~~~!..~- ~ is · Oral
. .... ·: . ,
Sil)C&T~, ·. . ·
um~ is aimed -ar~ ·~~ry9.qe, -but · stone you will ·rea~~Z..~ ....~ -~rr ··· .cisi;Qn t«1 appropriate $3,275 , fQ,t ·-.. R ~r ·'tlealer of 17,000, ~ho
., ., ........'-·"-Oale L. Anderson
only a few will uttilefstand.. He ·. the w9r,lcl has'l'ft~ngE;~ b~t .aboye· ·. ~lack · ·week, .. we . ..ieel,"'ltm,·.w·as may speak .on "The True Faith·: . . :·· ·.~ :."'"'~..,..,
Gerald G. Thomas
is writing in a new,,~r~.~aws,.· ·a1r how . ~ch'··..yfftt'· ~~..yourse.lf . . J9~1JlbeFs of lf'vfciously denounc- · as the ultimate solution ·to social
·
papers ~o~ '.t _
~wr:ue for· • have changed, , • ••
ed aJM!_ •' tat.any misunderstood , • .:.. ,__.,...,,r;o,~~
the twelve year·· old · anymore,
Today y,ou.·.~
·· your values minority group that .the Connell .
but the "point" . of a st~rr. in a ate set but as .. the · years come . is .als.o moralty obligated to equnewspaper showd be somewhat at you, you will change. Qnly · ally finance our proposed pro.. : . .
more evident than was Miller's. the oddballs have fixed minds. gram.
I admit that at first all I saw
No single generation is going , As upstanding and proper mem- was a descriptjon of the two to abolish ignorance and set up .hers of the White Anglo-Saxon
cultures' attitudes towards "love." a perfect governmept. It takes Protestant community, we feel
If that is ~11 i_t was .supposed. to time to. gain w~sdom, to level a
our program is necessary to rebe, then 1t 1s saym~ nothmg mountam, to fmd. the cure for fute the many flagrantly misinthat has not beeft said before, cancer, to establish men are formed and scurrilous attacks
and therefore was unnecessary. created equal.
which we have unjustly suffered.
M.J. Denuty
If I could come back as you The purpose of the program is to

Mi lier Misses

''Wh ·,tey Week''

•••t

0

I . , ;~·, ';"~•'• \ ...~

Time Gap
Editor :
Much has been said about the
generation gap, age is out of
step with youth or vice versa.
Just a few words from an old
duffer.
I was a student once. Radical.
Immature. I thought the preceding generations had left the
world in a mess. Down with
the old establishment and build
a new department of justice.

;.r ' ,ll !• •,

•

VOTE

WOODELL
for

AS President BANGER-AVP
•

.,,
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S"lwplics OK,
Cynics, Says Prof
1

New Haven, Conn.-(1.P. )-Pres-

ident Kingman Brewster, Jr., of
Yale warned here recently that
a university must never let itself
be "captured" by any group that
refuses to be guided by the ''dietates of a conscientious intellect"
or by the "discipline of reason. "
At the same time, he emphasized that a university "must
protect and encourage the skeptic
while ·it exposes and discourages
the cynic."
In his analysis of the mood of
the contemporary college student,
~resident Brewster said that "the
important new element is not
your awareness of and disgust
· with the horrors of the world;
it is rather your deepening sense
of the difficulty of doing anything about it.
"By all odds the most disturbing sense is the fear that
the channels for peaceful change
have become clogged. The blockage is not crude and visible,
like Russian armor in Wenceslaus Square.
President Brewster went on to
say that "What is of tremendous
importance is that during this
time when needs for fundamental change find so little response,
the universities should remain a
convincing oasis for revolutionary
reappraisal."
In order to do so, the universities, according to the Yale
president must meet three re-

I

quirements an

the whole com-

munity must 1hare in honoring
these guideline~: ·
"First, we (the universities)
must avoid c pture by an ortbodixy - ra ical, reactionary,
conservative o liberal. Even the
most noble pu ose cannot justify destroying the university as
a safe haven for the ruthless
examination of ealities.
" Second, a university must
be tireless 'in ~ts insistence that
visceral reacti~n, no matter how
passionate anct: well motivated,
~oe~ not exc~~~ ~ucking or reJectmg the d1sbplme of reason.
If reasoned pet suasion ceases to
be the instrurhent of competition, then soort there is no objective standarcl by which a better idea may be tested against
the bad idea.
Revolutionary reappraisal cannot long expeQt sanctuary from
political interference if it is not
willing to respect reason rather
than emotion or force as the arbiter."
" Third, the u · iversity must protect and encoJrage the skepbc
while it exposes and discourages
the cynic. If a11 disagreement is
allowed to be fanned into distrust; if accusation of ulterior
motivation is <!!ccepted as an excuse for evading the merits of
the argument ;! then there cannot long rema ~~ a fair and free
competition of plausible ideas."

l

L

PEARCE HALL IS THE BACKGROUND of this snow setting that turns the · Eastern campus lnh, a nocturnal wonderland at sunset. More fluffy additions to the campus wonderl•nd of snow 11 practlc•lly Inevitable but this week Eastern 11 in store for a brief respite according to our crack meterologl1t who
wishes to remain anonymous.
(John Br•dy Photo)

OCC. Ask Policy Chnnge
By SUE LEHINGER
Staff Writer

Off-campus commuters are requesting' a policy change for the
future during bad weather, OffCampus Commuter President Phil
Gober said in an interview Monday.
"It seems that someone bas to
get killed on the freeway before
anything will be done to change
Eastern's policy on holding class-

MORE LETTER$ m
.THE EDITOR

Di sa ppo inted
{

Editor:
Somehow I was laboring under
the misconception that the Negro
·people in America were striving
to elevate their economic, social,
and educational level up to the
concept of an "average" American. I had great respect for
this struggle and the people involved in it. I still do, but only
for those peoj>le who are striving
to come up in the world, not
above the rest of the world or to
control it.
In the article "Black Panther
Party and You" I read with
respect that the party was dedicated to "ghetto needs" . Yet,
the platform of the party goes
beyond the ghetto where it is
needed :
No. 4 "We want all black men
to be exempt from Military Service" . Does this concern the
ghetto directly? Does the Negro
race expect the non-Negro races
of the U.S. to protect them?
Have they no pride in our country? This country of ours is not
white. It is not black. It is a
country of all-for all. The Panthers want education, want housing, want employment, yet don't
want to contribute to the protection of a country that can offer them these needs.
No. 2 "We want full employment for our people" . Does this
include empioyment for those who
have no desire or qualifications
to work but would rather live on
weHare?
No. 8 "We want all black men
held. .in jails to be released .. "
and goes on to say the reason
is "because they have not had
a fair trial. .' ' Sure enough! Without checking all instances, one
cannot make a statement of absolute truth. The jurors are not
trying the man or his race, but
rather making a value judgment
of his acts.
No. 9 Jurors must be from the
same "economic, social, religious,
historical, and racial background".

such organizations. Specifically I
refer to Mr. Bell's comment
"The Black Panther Party represents the protection for the
ghetto", those filthy, stinking
slums of East Chicago, as well
as those of Harlem, Watts and
a thousand other cities and
towns . The Black Panther Party
also wants all Black murderers,
rapists, and gangsters turned out
of prison, which definately
seems a pretty peculiar way of
protecting anything.
That just goes to show how
far off prejudiced thinking can
lead a person because all along
I have felt that these " militants"
were out to "EARN", by force
if necessary, what is theirs by
birthright. I thought they wanted to enjoy equal opportunity
of education and employment,
and enjoy sell-respect. Foolishly
I felt they wanted to receive
equal protection under the law,
even if it meant having to defend our <!ountry to insure it.
Now however, since I have
been enlightened, I will try to
remember the important words.
Editor:
"WE WANT." Since I am white
I was mo~t enlightened by (through no fault of my own
Louis Bell's article "Black Pan- Mr. Bell) I of course am blind
ther Party an4 You", which ap- to the injustice that has been
preared in the last issue of The done to the Black man. My color
Easterner. I ust admit that up keeps me from knowing the
of the
ghettos,
till now I hav been pretty con- degradation
fused about he objectives of the humiliation of illiteracy, and
this, as well a i:; " . . . most Black the frustration and anger of
organizations.' l In my own "deca- · " No
Blacks
Allowed." But
dent", "racist' , "whiteman" way there is one thing my color does
of seeing thi gs I have over- equip me to see. I see a Black
looked the i portant goals of revolution blossoming out of a

What if, for example, a man
murdered a {man from your
ghetto, and t is murderer was
an escapee fr m a mental hospital with a history of past murders? Would you allow or want
the jury to be made up of other
inmates with backgrounds of murder also?
~11 minority groups deserve to
elevate their people to the level
where most other Amercans are.
if they · need it, if the want it,
and if they will work for it.
I'm sorry, ~lack Panthers, I
was deeply disappointed in
your organization. Striving to be
better than ~11 other peoples
is against God~' word and against
the will of he people whom
you are tryi g to crawl over
and above.
ork for equality,
not superiority. You are not of
a superior raqe. I am not of a
superior race. We are of one
race-the hum4n race.
Sharie Harwood
1

es during bad weather," Mike
Costamo, OCC social chairman
added.
" Fifty-five per cent of Eastern's
students are commuters," Gober
continued, ' ' and the school policy
is that if the lights work , the
heat works, and people can get
from one building to another the
school will remain open. It seems
unbelieveable that commuters

long-nurtured despair and frustration. It is indeed a revolution,
" a turning or spinning motion of
a body around a center or axis."
However, I have an uneasy feeling that the focal points of many
Black moveme11ts are not grounded in constructiv~ thinking,
but rather have their roots planted in emotion.
I am all for a successful revolution. But to be successful we
must find a common axis. Science
has done the "impossible" by
splitting the atom, now can
humanity find a way to create
a new one?
Bill Whinnen

would have to do something drastic to get the administration to
practice common sense and obedience to the warnings given by
law enforcement officials. ''
Gober and Costanzo said they
are not requesting a large policy
change. They are asking that offcampus commuters not be held
responsible for material and tests
given on the days that the State
Patrol issues hazardous driving
warnings.
" It would seem," Gober concluded, " in view of our efforts
to comply with regulations during
the recent bad weather the administration could be flexible
enough to meet these requests
for a policy change for the future."

Frat Pledges

New Members
The following men have pledged the Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity as a result of an informal Winter rush program.
Phillip Michael Aigner, Junior ;
Charles Arvil Smyser, Freshman;
James Warren Gamble, Freshman; and Gary Holmes, Freshman.

Enl ight~ned

1'

CHEVRON
Downtown Cheney
I

Will thel student who borrowed by iumper cables
please

ring

them back.
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Dean Releases Guidelines
On. Student- Demonstration
By PAUL HUTTON
Staff Writer

college cannot meet." This statement is left open to a great
deal of interpretation, but brings
up the wish of Dean Ogden, who
said, "I would hope that we
don't have students who would
demonstrate just to see themselves that night on the news.
This seems to be one of the
major reasons on college campuses."
President Shuck recently asserted the following principals in his
open letter to the students and
f acuity of EWSC: The Principal
of the right to petition for redress
of grievances, and, if this right
is denied, the right to confront
(1) when a majority decision by
open processes is defied, or (2)
when the voice of any member
of the community is denied its
right of expression. This principal
does not mean that every · expressed grievance can or should
be automatically granted; it guarantees the right to be heard and
the right of community judgement by due process; the principal that those who will be held
accountable for actions shall be
permitted ·a voice and a role in
the planning and execution of
those actions.

Although no one expects a
demonstration at Eastern in the
very near future Dean Allen Ogden summed up the faculties
worries when he said, "I doubt
that any campus, no matter: how
tranquil it is, is exempt from
demonstrations.''
The Dean's office has taken a
stand on the controversial subject. This stand is basically one
of freedom of legal and lawful
demonstration. Dean Daryl Hagie
has defined his views as this :
"In order to reconcile the desire
of the college to provide the
guarantee of academic freedom
and individual civil rights with
the necessity for keeping the processes of the college operating
smoothly, campus demonstrations
may be conducted in areas which
are generally available to the
public, provided such demonstration: (1) are conducted in an
orderly manner; (2) do not interfere with vehicular or pedestrian
traffic; (3) do not interfere with
classes, scheduled meetings and
ceremonies, or with other educational programs or services or
normal functions of the college;
(4) are not held (a) within college buildings, stadium or fields
where college , functions are in
progress therein, or (b) within the
residence halls and dining halls
of the campus.
Dean Hagie also presented a
4-step course of action for handling demonstrations. This plan begins by confronting the demonBecause West African literature
strating students and "talking ov- is the most prolific, significant,
er" their problems. The next and representative of all African
step, after obtaining substantial literature, Dr. Louis V. Grafious
amount of material and opinions says it is the mainstay of .an
on the basis for the demonstra- African literature course he is
tion, would be to ask then tell teaching this quarter at Eastern.
the demonstrators to disperse. If
The core of the course is five
this was not done the next step West African novels: Burning
would be to have the A.S., Grass, Fulani Boy, Arrow of God,
through their judicial code and Jaqua Nana, and No Longer at
officers attempt to obtain dis- Ease. For background informapersion. The final step, and to tion the students are asked to
be taken after all else fails would read one bo~k about West Africa
be to call the civil authorities. and one book about Africa in
The major question asked, general.
whenever the subject of demonThe literature class is in the
strations is brought up is, what process of making a bibliowould Eastern students have to graphy of West African literademonstrate about? Dean Hagie ture. It has also worked up a
has stated, "Demonstrations are , private library
West African
based on a demand, and this literary works, Dr. Grafious said.
demand has to be one that the
Dr. Grafious explained that
some West African literature is .
written by ex-patriots of England and America now living in
Africa, but that the bulk of the
material is written by native
Everyone knows that all over West Africans.
Most of the native authors
the world there are people suffering, but how many of us ac- leave Africa for their college and
tually do anything about it?
Eastern' s Spurs are offering a'l
opportunity to become " Involved
in Mankind " , says Ingrid Gust~fson. During the month of February, the Spurs plan to inform
College women seeking careers
you about PROJECT CONCERN.
in the mass media will explore
Project Concern is an independjob opportunities during a Colent, non-profit medical relief prolege Careers Conference spongram with a deep concern for
sored at Seattle by Theta Sigma
humanity, Miss Gustafson said.
Phi Feb. 21.
Project Concern' s philosophy is
It is the first regional careers
that those who are capable of
conference to be sponsored in
helping others should actively asthe Northwest by Theta Sigma
sist those who lack the basic elePhi, the national honorary for
ments of health, education, food,
women in communications. Preshelter and job opportunities.
vious conferences have been of
The project attempts to fulfill
smaller scope.
these goals in clinics located in
This year college women will
Tijuana, Mexico, Hong Kong,
be invited from Washington, OreSouth Vietnam, and Tennessee.
gon, Alaska, Idaho, Montana , Utah
It is the goal of the Spurs to and British Columbia. The only
raise a minimum of fifty dollars requirement for attendance is
to provide the medical and dent- that women be seriously interal needs of one family for one ested in a career in communiyear, Miss Gustaf son said.
cations.
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Spurs Schedule
Project Concern
For Next Month

Theta Sigma
Holding Meet

BSU Dance

The BSU has acquired Sutton
Hall for the Feb. 14 Black Week
mixer.
The date had previous ly been
set aside for Sutton's mixer.

Approximately 40 women are
expected to attend. The conference has been acclaimed annually as a choice opportunity
, to learn firs thand about communi cations careers.
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.EW Only Area
School Ottering
Computer Deg.

FILES ON THE FLOOR and workmen in the aisles: the scene at
Eastern's new me"'ical complex. The new complex at Seventh and
Elm, replaces an old infirmary which is eventually scheduled to be
torn down.

West African .L it
New Eng. Course

ot

THE EASTERNER

post-graduate sctiooling, many going to school in English speaking countries. Therefore a large
percentage write their works in
English, he said.
Since most of the native population cannot read English, only
20'fo in Nigerian and Ghana,
authors write mostly for an audience outside their own country
and continent.
Dr. Grafious said he feels
that much of the West African
literature expresses the theme
of conflict between the native
and Western culture. For example, in 1966, A Man of the
People, by Chinua Achebe, was
published in Nigeria. This novel ,
a political satire, foretold of t.he
present Nigeria-Biafra conflict.
The whole area of West Africa ,
containing fifteen different countries is tightly inter-related. Many
of the countries have small
branches of larger tribes and because of this there is no one
native language, so English has
been adopted as the national
_
language.
The West African countries are
trying to develop literacy in English for all its peoples, while
still preserving, their own disinct
local cultures and languages.

1,

Eastern is the first school in
this area to offer an academic
degree in Computer Science, a
Bachelor of. Science Degree in
Math with emphasis on Computer Science.
The Computer Science department under the direction of Roland Keefer is presently in the
Math and Science Division.
" We have a working arrangement with the math departr:nent,
but we eventually hope to stand
alonP., " said Keefer.
The concept behind Computer
Science is to take a complex
interactive structure such as a
business, school or firm and analyze the information flow and
make sense out of it.
"The course content is not too
difficult, but it is frustrating. It
requires clear thinking and keeping track of many things ... Keefer said.
The discipline is about five
years old . Computer Science graduates in the Spokane area usually start out at $600.00 a month .

REMEMBER?!
THIS QUARTER!

ALPHA KAPPA PSI
PRESENTS

GO-GO
GIRLS!

DOOR
PRIZES!

THE CYD
1 - PAIR OF NAME BRAND METAL SKIS
3 - $20 GIFT CERTIFICATES

WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY

WOODELL
FOR

PRESIDENT
"Let's make the silent majority heard"
CAST YOUR VOTE FOR WOODELL IN THE PRIMARY

February 12 & 13, 1969

'. .
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JAMES D. FRIT-CHIE

The student must have a voice
· of his own in his own affairs,
to make a decision and be responsible for that decision. In
· order to return to the student
body the voice they so vi tally
need to make these decision I
shall:
- propose legislation whereby
the student shall evaluate teacher performance to ·be filed with
the Promotion and Tenure Committees of the Faculty Affairs
Council.
-seek new ways to allow students a voting seat on the tenure
committee.
-seek ways to seat students
on departmental committees in
their major field , thereby giving
students a voice in curriculum.
· -work more closely with RHA

EDWARD WOODELL

Next year is a golden opportunity for the Associated Students to take a more active part
in school administration than
it does today. By next year a
course critique should be available and student participation on
departmental level decisions
should be a true reality.
So where do we go from here?
I say that we need ·to urge more
students to take part in departmental course decisions and faculy evaluations. At the same
time we must show the faculty
that student participation does
not mean absolute student control.
I also feel that we need to
make student government more

to make it more responsive to
the student and to insure a student voice concerning dining
room menus, dorm hours and
campus activities.
-establish a temporary task
force to seek new ideas and to
determine the needs and desires
of our commuters, who for reasons of job location and lack of
housing in Cheney have been
forced to take a back seat in
school functions and activities.
These are just a few of the
suggestions I will offer during the
next two weeks while campaigning for A.S. President. It is my
desire not only to give the student a voice in his government
but to make them a more active and dynamic body, responsi've to the needs and wants of
the associated student body.

SECRETARY
STEPHEN J. HYDE
MICHAEL G. WICKSTEAD

operation cannot cope with this
great need.
A statement of "vital interest"
by leaders of our government
is not nearly enough compared
to the massive change in structure and philosophy required.
Administrative and faculty committees must have greater numbers of student participants.
Money must be better allocated
to programs with some relation
to the real world. SOS advocates and members of BSU and
CPVN must find channels through
student government enabling
them to create changes democraticaly without violence.
Government on this campus
must be <lirected toward change,
not reaction .
Office of A.S. president must
provide this direction toward
change . .It must lead those attacking the establishment instead
of waiting to stem a crisis. By
becoming president I would supply the new leadership for responsible activism at Eastern.

Radicalism, with increased interest in and awarness of student government, has finally
surged onto our campus. Students are demanding a strong
voice to create and control " the
atmosphere in which they live.
Policy making systems now in

receptive to student wants and
desires. We must put "Student"
back in student government. To
do this, as chairman of the special government re-organization
committee of the Associated Students, I think that the A.S.
Council should be made larger
and more responsibe to the students on this campus. However,
student government can not
live in a vacuum, it must have
support from those who make it
up. Student government must
have student ·support. Eric Hoffer once said, "You can not
combat insolent and incidences
with cowardice. Hitler rose to
power because the majority stood ·
by and watched."

Progressive leadership is necessary if student government is to
function. Times are changing at
Eastern. Leadership must be dynamic to solve problems, new
and old. I feel that I can best
fulfill the need for a progressive
and dynamic E .V.P.
Several problems exist which
make dynamic leadership so important. Some are problems which
have persistantly plagued student government. A major problem is the lack of communication between the student and

No copy was available for Gor' don Gerlitz.

JON COFFIN

The political structure at Eastern has not proven itself to be
amiable to the best interests of
the students. The horizontal
structure, to which I refer, must
drastically be altered . Students
should be included in the administrative and faculty power
structures that compose the horizontal structure.
My. campaign will propose these
things:
1) Student representation on the
departmental level,
2) Student representation on a
tenure committee, or
3) The inclusion of student
critiques for the committees,
4) A.S. Council support of
speaker programs such as Black
Week,

BARBARA SOUTHWICK

organize our system to make it
a viable force on our campus,
Issues will be of prime im- then let's do so, but not just
portance in this campaign, and for the sake of change.
Even if change is needed a
as a current A.S. officer they
push should be made to put
are vitally important to me .
only
the best people on council,
We must encourage interest
on
committees,
and in office.
groups on our campus but should
take a firm stand when deal- Serious consideration should be
ing with them. We must reacti- given such issues as a demonvate Academic Affairs Commit- stration policy, draft counselling,
·\ tee so work can continue on the an expanded speaker program,
course critque, pass-fail system the problem within our dormion general college requirements, tories , and the rights of students
Free University , and towards a in the city of Cheney. These :
student oriented educational sys- are the issues, issues I have
tem at Eastern. Strength is of been working on this past year.
prime importance in student Place experience in your stugovernment ; if we need to re- dent government.
ROBERT VAN SCHOORL

itions in the area of traffic control. This is successfully done
at several other colleges and can
be done here. This would place
the parking problem in the student' s hands where it belongs.
Also, I hope to see the establishment of the draft counselling position that is now before the AS
Council in time to be implemented by next year.
As a member of council I will
do what I can to see this come
about. Finally, the establishment
of student positions on the departmental level appears to be a ·
necessary thing of the future,
and I would hope that I can help
to bring this about next year.

I chose to run for the office
of EVP because I would like
to deal with the students of
EWSC directly. The EVP handles the committees of the Associated Students which are composed of those students, while
the President will deal a considerable amount of the time
with the administration.
As EVP I would do all I can
to promote communication between the student's government
and the students themselves.
Dialogue between these two
·groups has been lacking in past 1
years. Also I would like to see
the creation of student paid pos-

GORDON L. GERLITZ

EXECUTIVE VP

MIKE KEPL

Eastern has been a victim of
the plague which has sickened
most campuses of the state of
Washington, and , for that matter, most campuses throughout
the U.S. The Problem? Anonymity of the individual student both
in the social and governmental
areas of student life is threatening to diminish the true educational effectiveness of Eastern.
The educational experience of
most students is cut short be-

A.S. leaders. Channels are not
open which give students a voice
in policy. I intend to eliminate
this by opening channels so I
can know what students want.
Parking is another old problem. Student government and the
college have refused to do anything about the commuter's biggest problem. I shall work to
find some solution to the commuter parking situation.
Current problems involving
giving the student more say in
the college and aiding minority
students can be best solved by
progressive student leadership.

CLINTON S. HILL

So let's make the silent majority heard! ! !

BER OR GROUP operating with.in the framework , and they, in
My name is Barb Southwick. I turn, should expect the President
live on campus and I am a Sen- to be straightforward, honest,
ior here at Eastern. I have and direct in his dealings with
chosen to run for the office of them. A change of this nature,
President.
I am sure, would be appreciatI have been actively involved ed by all. I honestly believe that
in student government at East- I am more than capable and
ern for two-and-a-half years, and would , in all respects, satisfy
for two of those years, I have these expectations.
served as both Assistant and ofAs for my views regarding
ficial A.S. Secretary. Because of the office of the President :
this involvemeri·t, I have come
l. I l>l!lieve communication beto the conclusion that effective tween the officers is a necessity.
leadership in student government The President must be aware of
requires that there exists a def- the actions of all of his officers.
inite organizational structure. The This is not the current practice.
office of the President, as the
2. I am not a "buck-passer.''
head of this structure, is directly · The line of responsibility ultiresponsible for the performance mately leads to the office of the
of the entire organization, and President.
especially for the actions of his
3. I am not a "fence-rider. " I
officers. He should be answer- don' t believe in taking a stand
able TO ANY SINGLE MEM- on a fence post.
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cause of the selective service.
Students are necessarily involved
in obtaining the best possible experience their money can buy.
And, their sphere of thought is
greatly limited by the classroom
and the scheme for financing
their educalion. Many are led into active service in the armed
forces because they are not familiar enough with their rights
and opportunities under the
selective service system.
Students have the right of self
expression, but their right should
not infringe upon the same rights
of others. Peaceful self-expression
must have preferential treatment
if students are to maximize educational effectiveness. Directed
guidance toward individual selfexpression will eliminate the contagion of mass hysteria.

SANDY BASHAM

Students want and deserve a
larger role in determining their
academic education. I filed for
secretary in order to increase

student participation in academic
affairs.
Because ! of my experience as
a member of AS Council for the
last two years, I have the knowledge of AS procedures, policies
and precedents that an executive officer must have. I work
as a secretary on campus and
serve as executive secretary or
my sorority, so I have the necessary skills. However, the AS
secretary is more than a stenographer. She has the responsibility to speak out on issues,
to represent the entire student
, body, and to make policies. I
· feel that my past experience
show s my interest in the welfare
of the students as well as my
willingness to look at all sides
of an issue and then take a
. stand and support that position .

JOLENE RICE

,No\ picture .available

5) Flexible pariethal hours accompanyjng the abolition of freshmen hours,
6) A.S. funds to disintegrated
campus organizations for perpetua·
tion of a healthy academic program,
7) Loosening the strict regulations regarding the execution of
the Judicial Code.
A sensible and meaningful approach to legalism at Eastern
is greatly needed. My position
on this matter will ameliate the
mundate approach to legal inquiry. The stolid approach to
the Judicial Code will be stopped.
The position of executive vice
president should be a motivating force for student awareness
of the Judicial Code . and student involvement in curriculum.
My election would augment democratic processes at Eastern.

Having served as a secretary
in the Associated Student Offices, I have acquired the interest and ability neces~ry for
the office of associated student
secretary.
This office requires a responsible· person with the knowledge,
patience, and time to devote
to student interest in government. The secretary must be
able to work and cooperate with
the other associated student officers , an ability I have acquired
from doing just that.
I feel I am ·qualified for this
position because of my previous
experience, abilities, and my desire for a voice in the formation
of decisions and policies affecting the student body.

· · SHARON KING

No copy was available

-- ~ - - - - - -

'
BILL KELLY

The two issues basic to my
campaign are student power and
higher student pay. ,. .
Student power is the power to
operate food services, bookstores,
and games areas for and by students. This works very well at
other campuses. At Eastern, we
have professional administrators
who perpetuate their mistakes until they become traditions - like
the taxable $45,000 worth of obsolete books in the bookstore for instance.
Higher student pay is necessary
because a college student's study
time is more va luable than $1.31
an hour. A target of $1.60 an
hour is not unreasonable.
Student power begins with the
vote .

The students -0f Eastern are
unique, but are hindered in their
educational development by problems ·which have not, until now,
received properly accorded attention. Most schools are entangled in the same mesh of confusion. These problems can no
longer. be denied the long overdue and just analysis.

..

SOCIAL VP

BILL BANGER

Apathy and non-involvement
in activities is normal on campuses, so we don't need .an AVP
that tells us we are apathetic
to cover · his poor promotional ·
efforts. We need an activities vice-president who can move the
students to activity.
I recognize the problem of
apathy and accept its challenge.
I have outlined an activities program that will bring more big
name entertainers to Eastern and
schedule more campus involvement functions.
WAIN MILLER ,

No copy was available for Wain
Miller.
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Response to the President's Open Letter
(Editor's note-the following is an
answer to President Emerson C.
Shuck's open letter concerning student
activism and demonstrations on campus
which was distributed to the Spokane
newspapers and Eastern students last
Wednesday. Burke is one of the organizers of the campus chapter of Students for a Democratic Society.)
By MARK BURKE
Contributing Writer

The time is indeed propitious for
analyzing " those bases for an environment ,in which it is possible to pursue
higher education in a democratic society ."
However, attempting to analyze an
almost nondescript and superfluous
presentation of academic aphorisms
leaves the student with the arduous
task of plowing through the verbag_e .
It is my pleasure, at this point, to try
to equate your theories with your practi ce .. In my h:Jmble opinion, your OPEN
LETTt:R is misleading . Students don't
m atter that much at ou r school. Show
me evidence of student representation
and I' ll show you a realistic OPEN
LETTER .
In view of the lack of student representation in the decision-making processes in the college, it becomes necessary to incorporate this horrendous
deficiency when evaluating your Eight
Principles.
Since " it is apparently easy to forg et hard-won principles upon which
dep end both the freedom to learn and

the freedom to change without force
or coercion, "you fa il to present anything but a conservative flogging of
academi c change by placat ing and reassuri ng the statu s quo e lements in
and out of our envi ron s who o p pose
student activism.
As in the past, you express you r
conservatism toward student involvement in the OPEN LETTER by deception . When "persons outside the campus who have a genuine investment

but you obviously h av e since dropped
1l1t~ id ec1 . Is th is 1hn 1 yo u mean by reason? · Is the common cause suppression?
2 . The channels of change have
only been agreed upon by the administration . Why even worry about alternative courses of act ion?
3. The p r inciple ot listen ing seriously and honestly to each other is of
great importance. But you no longer
hold Open Forums. The interchange of
ideas between the administration find
1he students has heen revoked .

and interes tin higher education" are
allowed to dictate the degree of campus freedom, as in the case of Terry
Davis, the discretiona ry power of deciding action against students is the
outside community and the president .
Who is the authoritarian ? Who cooperates unhesitantly with the ruling
class (Board of Trust~es, School District
81, state legislators, U.S. Army, area
h igh school principals, etc.)? Ostensibly, no one needs to be consulted
except you . What about students and

4. Uninterrupted democratic processes are, in fact, interrupted : Student
representation is minimal at best. Besides, black registration amounts to
about l % of total registration . Is it
real is tic to say that we, the students,
reveiw policies?

fa culty?
As long as students are paci.fied
periodically by such devices as this
OPEN LETTER and the unconstitutional
state legislation against "rioting," the
hamlet is secure for manipulation.
Let me examine each principlejux taposing past action with each pro-

demic freedom either .

jected idea .
l . The importance of communication entails student inclusion to expand that communication. You stressed
th is inclusion in your Fall Convocation

5 . Terry Davis did not receive the
principle of freedom of expression .
Now, the Board of Trustees is trying
to censor the Ea ~terner w ith your
acquiescense . Intimidated faculty members would not avow to Eastern's aca6 . The right to confront is entirely"
y o ur d ecision. How will a major ity decision be derived? I hope it will not
follow the attmepted sabatoge of Voluntary ROTC. You r ambivalence toward this question was not appreciated
then by students . Spel l out your plan
f o r the future.

7 . The administration can bestow
or revoke the use of college faci I ities
at any time. Are you warning everyone else at school not to do this?
8 . The students are now accountable for all their actions but do not
h ave an effective voice or role in the
planning and execution of those actions. The whole academic commun ity
says "no" to students . Can't w e say
" no" now and then?
In the last paragraph, your rhetoric
concerning "an atmosphere free from
fear and hatred-the perennial agents
of distrust" should be directed at
cQvert administrative meetings and
overt administrative actions.
Secret meetings have been held to
discuss appropriate action s in the case
of campus tu rmoil. Students supposedly do not covet your glorious criteria
for reason. Furthermore, blatant intimidation by the adm inistration of
certain members of the academic commun ity (to remain anonymous) was
not worthy of the most obscene Vic1orian act of paternalism. Altruistic
reciprocity among students, faculty,
and the administration is my concern;
my concern is not your rhetoric, your
intelligence, or your imagination.
Honesty is a difficult commodity to
obtain . Rhetoric- in the forms of slogans and labels- will not create an
atmospheer of honesty. We want active representation and, thereby, a
better education .
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Candidate Profile-Part 1

By BILL STIMSON
FNture Writer

A lot of people assume t hat college politics is real poli tics wr it
sma ll. That's wrong. Actua lly,
othe r tha n the fact tha t t hey
are both corrupt, the two have
little in common.
The ca mpus, for example, is
t he only place in the world
where a candidate can come out
agains t motherhood a nd win. And
a ny candida te for a s tudent body
office who mentioned the words
" law and order" in a speech
couldn't be elected secretary of
the chess club.
It's a ll very s trange, a nd I
strongly advise you to keep a n
eye on this column for the next
three weeks beca use I will be
explaining the whole m ess. And
in all modesty I m ust admit that
I am probably the only person·
on campus that really understands a ll the ins a nd outs of
campus politics ( the ins by personal observation, the outs by
personal experience).
The most puzzling question of
all about school politics is this:
Why does anyone want to be in
it?
It could be the search for power, but if so that's all it amounts

to - a search. Last week the present student body president and
I were getting rack of pool balls
in the Harbor, but the girl
wouldn't give the president the
balls until he showed his student body card.
I'm not sure if she felt she
had to take this precaution because she didn't know who he
was, or because she did. Either
way, it tells you something about
the office.
Some say the chief benefit in
winning the off ice is tha t it can
be conside red a prelimina ry step
to othe r politica l offices. Supporte rs of thi s theory poin t to
the fact that Richa rd Nixon wa s
once student body president at
his college .
On the othe r ha nd , J ohn Kennedy ran for president of hi s
senio r class at Harvard a nd lost.
Even so he beca me Preside nt of
the United States - a nd in only
one try.
But whate ver the reason people
e nter the race, everyone is a lways a nxious to know who will
win it. F or thi s reason I ha ve
spent $2 m illion on a model 1600
IBM computer to project the results of the election. This com puter will a llow me to project
the outcome of the race up to
fou r minutes before the winne rs
are officially a nnounced.
But I can already narrow it
down pre tty much. Expert s in
national politics have formulated
what are known as "unwritten
qualifications" for being elected.
The requirements a man must
meet to be considered ·a serious
candidate.
By carefully studying the four
student body presidents a t Eastern 'since I ha ve been he re, I
have arrived at this list of unwritten qua lifications for the next
president:
The presidenl will be a man

who is from either Eastern or
Western Washington, a fraternity
member or a non-fraternity
member, either white or black,
must be Catholic or non-Catholic,
and will most likely reside in a
fraternity, a dorm or off-campus.
Surprisingly, out of eight candidates there is only one that
does not fit all those qualificat ions. That candidate lose s on
the first mentioned - she is not
a man.
The fac t tha t a girl is running
thi s year adds a whole new dim ension to campu s polit ics (a lthoug h I think it would be in
bad ta ste to make dimensions a
campaign issue just because she
is a girl).
When asked wha t they think
of a wom a n in the race fo r the
preside ncy a bout half the men
on campus blata ntly admit being
prejudiced.
Afte r admit ting he wouldn 't a llow his sis ter to ma rry one, a
typical man said of women , " If
you le t one in they' re a ll going
to want in. And then what will
you have? I say you have to
nip the m in the bud . You don't
see men running for homecoming
queen do you ?"
The othe r 50 per cent of the
men on campus disclaim a ny prejudice aga inst women. However,
they usua lly add tha t they still
think it a poor idea to ha ve a
fema le s tudent body president ,
since the offi ce must require a t
least some intelligence.
I may have more to say on
tha t aspect of the upcoming campa ign in my column nex t week,
depending on how mu ch trouble
I t hink it will get m e into.
At any ra te be sure to read my
colu m n next week when I will
tell about ca ndidate s trategies,
their positions, give them ideas
for m ud sli nging , and , space permitting , tell who wi ll win.
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~~

THE CLEANERS WITH
\A HEART/· .
WE CLEAN YOUR
CLOTHES WITH LOVING CARE
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Lack of AS Activities
Vexes Foreign S1udents
Eastern's foreign student relations program, or more correctly
the lack of it, has caused signs
of dissatisfaction among foreign
students who believe the program
has not benefited them or been
sufficiently active.
The responsibility can not be
placed directly on any one individual as there are multiple factors involved.
In charge of setting up activities for the foreign students is
the Foreign Student Relations
Committee appointed by the AS
executive vice-president. Its duties are to organize activities such
as field trips, sightseeing tours,
and an annual spring banquet.
•
EVP Gary Rentel admitted "be·
cause of the tight schedule of
student government last quarter
I fell down in this area (foreign
student relations), but now it's
time to move through with it."
The first move was made last
week by the appointment of
Julie Mortier as the new committee chairman.
According to Rentel, no school
sponsored activities were organized for the foreign stude~ts during the fall. He said also he had
not been to see the foreign students' advisor, Clara Kessler, who
usually works closely with the
committee.
"But my new chairman is
scheduling a conference with
her," Rentel said.
Miss Kessler wished not to comment on why she did not get in
touch with the committee or
Rentel.
Partly to blame for the lack of
communication was the fact no
students interested lo joining the
committee contacted Miss Kessler.
"I usually recommend students
to the EVP for positions on the
committee, but none came forward this year," Miss Kessler
said.
.
Consequently, Rentel was forced
to select the members . by himself.
The foreign students were not
ignored, however. They were entertained by the towns people of
Cheney at a banquet held at .
the beginning of fall quarter.
Miss Kessler said "The people
of Cheney have always gone out
of their way to welcome the ex-

change students. Many times
Cheney residents invite them to
dinner and over the holidays, as
I myself do."
But even with the attention
they receive from the towns
people, many foreign students
have little to do as far as organized activities for them are
concerned.
"Compared to .a college I attended in Oregon, this school
bas a poor program for foreign
students," said one Japanese exchange student.
Another foreign student from
Ethiopia was unaware of the existence of the committee.
Toshi Akada, another Japanese student, said ''I came here
mainly to continue my education and to learn about America,
however, I hope we have more
of an opportunity to meet the
other foreign students."
"I would hope the foreign students could organize a club like
the Hawaiian club so we could
do something for the townspeople of Cheney to show our
appreciation of their courtesy,"
Akada said.
There are approximately 31 foreign students and teachers on
campus.
Another case of a communications break-down was apparently one more contributing factor to the lack of foreign student
activities.
According to Rentel, he had
delegated some of the responsibility of exchange student organization to Orland Killian,
another faculty advisor to the
foreign students ..
However, Killian stated he was
"unaware that Rentel had left
the responsibility to me." He
added, "I am willing to step
in at any time to help in promoting the foreign student activities, but I feel the incentive
should come from the AS."
Killian has some interesting
plans for the exchange students
including a proposed trip to the
state legislature.
Killian takes over as head advisor of the foreign student
program beginning next fall as
Miss Kessler will be retiring at
the end of the school year. She
has been the exchange student's
advisor for the last 14 years.

Judicial Code Finished
(Continued from page 1)
be limited in jurisdiction to offenses
committed against the traffines general offenses and of
fenses against school property, fic regulations of Eastern, Rentel
against the · person, against the said.
Under the system, a $2 fine
peace, against others and against
would be levied for each school
the courts (judicial and student).
Offenses against school property parking yiolation and payment
include: larceny, robbery, de- would be processed through "the
struction of property, illegal en- EWSC traffic office."
Appeals would be handled by
try, breaking and entering and
the AS Attorney General who
"constructive breaking."
Offenses aginst the person in- would be charged with setting
clude: assault, battery, deten- court dates, Rentel said.
Persons who failed to pay
tion, malicious prosecution and
their
fines or those who would
defamation.
want
to
appeal would be orderObstruction or disruption of
teaching, research, administration ed to appear in the Student
. . .or other college activities, Traffic Court which Rentel said
disorderly conduct and con- would convene about every 30
sumption of alcoholic beverages days.
on college owned or controlled
· property are included in the offenses aginst the peace section. 11II
General offenses, as outlined in
the code, include bribery, extortion, embezzlement, forgery,
soliciting or peddling on college buildings and "conspiracy to
accomplish a criminal or unlawful purpose."
Article Four of the new code
calls for establishment of a student Traffic Court, which Rentel
says is a first for East~rn.
The Student Traffic Cour t would
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Pupils Go
For Training

ROBIN TURLEY SANG AND PICKED AWAY last week n Lambda
Chi held a Nlte Cap to raise funds for a seed Drive. The fraternity is
contributing money from the drive to a province in South Vietnam.

Black Revolution
·Said Justified

Twenty-four Eastern sociology
or social work majors have begun field training at nine Spokane-are2, social agencies.
Dr. Alfred J. Prince, Eastern
associate professor of sociology
and director of the college's undergraduate social work program, said students work foqr
hours each week with the
agencies during spring quarter
as part of the degree requirement.
Ten Eastern students have been
assigned to Lakeland Village
where they will work under the
supervision of William Albert, Dr.
Prince said.
The 10 are Meegan E. Cook,
Peggy S. Dawson, Joseph G.
Drazan, Darrell R. Gonser, Bernie E . Blake, Karyne A. Chase,
Robert D. Crumpacker and James
M. Ledgerwood, Mina A. Kyle,
and Wesley K. Heu.
Other agencies, students assigned to them and the agency
supervisor include:
Goodwill Industries - Eugene
J . Shauvin, Kathy A. Warner,
and Sandra P . Miller, Larry
Charneski, supervisor.
Juvenile Parole Services- Clayton H. Marshall Jr., and Allan R.
Friesen. Lyle Newport, supervisor.
Mid-Cities Concern, Inc.-Kathleen M. Walsh and Barbara J .
Heimbigner, Gene Myers, supervisor.
American Red Cross - Tracy
L. Hall, Mrs. Jean Shearer, supervisor.
Community Action Council, East
Center- Lynda N. Dowers. Dell
Tucker, supervisor.
Greater Spokane Council on
Aging- Dallas V. Weeks. Sister
Lois Marie, supervisor.
Spruce Canyon Youth Forestry
Camp, Colville-Loren L. Saling.
Richard Philpott, supervisor.
Panhandle District Health Department, Coeur d' Alene, IdahoWilliam C. Swaby and Nancy
Vincent. Donald Boughton, supervisor.

Cincinnati, Ohio-(1.P. )-"There is are rightly demanding cannot be
no doubt in my mind that the produced by some rapid tinkerrevolution of .black students, ing with the curriculum or some
which is a part of both the gen- other superficial effort. ''
Dr. Groves believes "continued
eral student revolution and the
wider revolution of black Ameri- student pressure in the form of
cans, has been entirely justified," demonstrations may well be selfformer Central State Un.i versity defeating. It is, it seems to me,
President Harry Groves told a absolutely . essential that black
youth have the wisdom to dislocal audience here recently.
the kind of revolution
tinguish
Dr. Groves, now professor of
they
have
made and are capable
law at the University of Cincinnati, discussing the black student of making from the nationalist
revolution, said "nothing less revolutions of France two cenwould have reached an obtuse turies ago, of Communist Russia
power structure: It seems to me or of Castro's Cuba.
that the onlv question which
remains is a tactical question. Has
the violent phase of the revolution now served its purpose?"
Dr. Groves noted "in nearly
all of the major problems that
plague youth, the black youth
stands with his peers, but just a
little way apart. The frustration
of fighting to make a world safe
for a democracy which did not
exist for them at home has been
the never-ending role of the black
American soldier."
Black students for years have
been subjected to a poor quality
education, "especially in the segregated schools and colleges of
the South," according to Dr.
Groves. And, "although the black
student in the North received a
better education, it was at the
sacrifice of nearly everything
black in bis culture."
"What black students are asking
I.
of black colleges is nothing less
than that many mediocre and
poor: institutions become good
ones, capable of giving the youth ·
who enter them, and ever more
youth, a better education than
those schools have ever provided
before. What many of the youthful revolutionary leaders may not
realize is that the changes they
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Have to Sweep 'Cats

Challenging Savages Try to Knot League
Jer·ry Ar lington quit Eastern's basketball team after
last Tuesday's win over Lewis and Cla rk, rejoined it
Thursday, was suspended by Coach Jerry Krause for Friday's loss to Boise and retu rned Saturday night to play an
instrumental role in the Savages' 73-70 conquest of Whitworth . The circumstances surrounding these events might
best be forgotten, since all parties concerned have resolved their differences, but they are recounted here simply
because of their newsworthiness.
Arlington, a pronounced
individualist, was perturbed most immediately by his
lack of playing time against
LC - approximately 13-14
minutes by his own calculations. He turned in his uniform, along with several
choice comments, to assistant coach Ron Raver after
the game. Arlington sat
through practice the following day and expounded to
this writer on his reasons
for quitting.

Jerry Arlington
Problems Resolved

Eas te rn 's baske tba ll team will
be g unn ing for a first place ti
in the Everg reen Confe rence
when they meet prese nt leagu lead e r Centra l Friday a nd Saturda y in E ll ensburg.
The avages a re 3-3 in league
pla y after Saturday' s win over
Whi tworth and the Wildcats
boast a 5-1 mark , thank to an
impressive two game sweep over
Wes tern .
Obviously the Savages will be
hoping to sweep the two game
set and gain a foothold on first
place, but a split would not be
totally disastrous. Eastern still
has two games lo go with Western at home and another home
and awa y pair with Whitworth.
Central must play the Vikings at
Bellingham and Whitworth in
Spokane.
Eastern and Centra l spli t the ir
first two e ncounter s at Che ney.
Al Sim took the week's honor
for t he Inla nd E mpire At hlete
of the week fo r hi pe rform a nce

on the Eastern baske tba ll team
last weekend .
The Savages spli t a wee kend
bi ll with Boi se a llege a nd Whitworth a nd ims wa s instrumental
in Saturday ni ght's win over
Whitwor th , 70-73 , a nd pla yed a
bi g " fill-in " rol F r iday ni ght
whe n Boise up set Eastern, 8778 .
The Whitworth win wa s the
first win for the Savages on the
Pir~te's home court in many
years. The exact number rumors
from five to ten years. Nevertheless, the win was an important one in Evergreen Conference
play.
Boi se di pla yed a strong tea m
physica lly, which made the big
difference in the win. The Idal10ans ha ve been sco ring som e
impre. s ive victories thi s season
a nd ha ve boo ted the ir ove r-a ll
r eco rd to 12-6.
Eastern ran into foul trouble
early in the game and lost two
strong rebounders in Al Gale and
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His major bone of conten tion was the coac hes'
fa ilure to find a job for him. Although Arli ng ton had requested a job fall quarter, hi s name w a s somehow omitted from the origina l winter qua rte r job list submitted by
the athletic depa rtm ent to the phys ical plant . Therefore
it wasn 't until Arlin gton again requested a job that his
name was included o n the list. After that was cleared up
it was only a matter of time until a job beca me available.

Dave Pounds. Then Sim s started
jumping-literally! He pulled down
17 rebound s for the night, an
Eastern record for a n individua l
pla ye r in a sing le game.

Sim fed big Dave Lofton all
night and Lofton put 25 point
on the sco re boa rd for the Sa vages. He hit on e leve n fi e ld goa ls
a nd three for three from the
charity line.
Saturday night with the Whits
wa s a nother c lo se one . Eastern
led a ll the way a nd wa s only
threatened toward s the end of
the game , as the 73-70 final scor e
would indicate.
The Savages pla yed a consistent ball game and spread the
scoring ou t e venly throughout
the conte st. The core wa s 4336 at half-time .
The Pirates made a futile ef- •
fort to catch up in the second
half but Eastern widened the
gap to eight, midway into the
half.
Scori ng wa s divided evenl y
a mong the Savages, as Al Gale
a nd J e rry Arlington both hit
for 16 points a nd Sim s pum ped
in 14 bi g ones .
Eastern' s only rea l worry before t he ga me wa s Gary Hie m st ra , Whitworth ' big gun . Hie m stra r a nk s hi gh in the Everg reen
Conference in scoring , but Arlington e mbarra ssed him Sa turda y , holdin g him to 12 points for
the ni ght.

Arlington, however, didn't bother to check the details of the situation and interpreted the delay as a breach
of faith by Krause. Given another day to consider his decision though, he went to Krause and straightened the
matter out. Krause reinstated him after imposing the onegame suspension for disciplinary reasons.

Arl ington later clarified that he desperately needed
a job, and if the athletic department couldn't arrange one
he had to drop basketball to find a part-time iob .
By way of atoning for his actions, Arlington turned
in a stellar performance against Whitworth. The 6-4
junior swished eight critical field goals, hustled 12 re- WAYNE FOR TWO-Climaxing a drive off the fast break Eastern Guard Wayne Gilman lays in two
points against Boise College Friday night at Fieldhouse. Broncos reecived 30 points scoring effort from
bounds and excelled, a~. usual, on defense.
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Dave

s~~ndsen

Bill Otey in downing Savages, 87-78.

*

:~a~ t~e distinction of being the'first Vikings, Central
Host

pla~er in Eastern's f~~b~H ~i$_tOfY to_be draft~d by 3' ~roJayvees
fess1ona! team _J~-IP.~ ~t~F~ .~~rs have tried ~r~.~JJ ... ~ ·"'E astern's Junior Varsity , 6-5 on
but they were s~.1 ~~}~~-g~.~~a.~~!~; . .
·· _ ,
th~ year? travel to . Mo~es Lake ·
A former -~rt~l'~JJ~ aµe~:alf::~merican at split ·end, Friday rught for .the1r th1~d game
1-. ~bbed
···.,,. ·.-:t:"1:t·' "1 l .t h
d b.y tne
d ... •:Nfl'' -· "'Of the season with the Big Be nd
Sven.d se-n· was · gr.a
. · ·: ·,·n . ·LJ~ · : ·. roun
. s Vikin gs.
Los Angeles Rams. A·.·~·am ..:StOut. ·wilt meet with him later
Saturday the club joins the varth is week to negofrate ..a contract. Svendsen stated . that si~y in Bellingham for a game
I

.

·

with Central's JV s .

.

the Rams originally wafl't~.~ '. . ~im·. to sign in LA, but he
The Savage JVs lost two ~ames
nixed the idea ,beca:t..fsEf he wanted. his lawyer in on th~ over the weekend, droppmg a
.

.

·

·

~

·

·

d 1scuss1ons. . . .
Joe Bullock, recove.cing frotn a knee iniury suffered
•
d f·or t he f ·1rst time
·
Mon·
Centra I,··· pr..1 act1ce
J an. l 1 against
..

day and may be ready for those same Wild cats this weekend. . . .
.

.

76-67 decision to Big Bend and a
79-61 encounter with Whitworth.
Coach Wayne Brinkmeie r ci~d
poor ins ide shooting as the main
reason f or F rt·ct ay ,s 1oss. B r 1·iii·ant
foul shooting (23-26) a nd " our
best defensive effort a ll year"
kept Eastern in the game .
Dave Keeney a nd Skip Smyser
scored 14 points apiece to pace

Apologies to Dr. Robert Murphy for intimating in
last week's co lumn that h) erred in not putting a cast on
Joe Bullock's knee. A specia li st's report comple te ly veri- Eastern.
.

.

.

.

f1ed hi s findings . . . .
Athletic Director Brent Wooten attributes part of the
Jerry Arlington controversy to a rapidly deteriorating
work program for athletes. Wooten pointed out that two
years ago the athletic department could count on 60 iobs
to be available for interested athletes, but that figure has
dwindled to 20 at the present time.

Brinkmeier praised Keeney for
his good board work, also, while
Smyser was lauded for holding
the Vikings big gun, Allen Dade,
to 13 points.
Tom DeCook provided mo st of
the fireworks for the Savages
Sa turda y night.
He ga rnered 17 points and
sparkled on defense a nd re bounding, said Brinkmeier .

Your roommate
C:arit sleep
in the dark?
Think it over; over coffee.
TheThink Drink.
1

· ···

For you r own Th ink Drink Muc. send 75t and your name and addrns to:
Think Drink Muc. Dept . N. P.O. 801 559. New York , N . Y. 10046 . Tht lnt trnat ,onal Coffee Or11ni1alion.
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Uof WMeet
'Most Difficult'

Easl rn ·s m n gymnast s r isk
th ir unblemish d re ·ord F'rid<.1 y
night in S attl again st the University of Washington in a m eet
desc rib ed by oach J a ·k Ben son
a " th m o t difficull we will
have thi s season ...
The Huski es r eturn four xc 11ent perform er s from la st yea r' s
team which inflict d Easlern 's
onl y lo s, 179-172.
Mauno Nissinen, a member of
the 1968 Finnish Oly mpie Team,
is the squad's high pointer, and
three .Japanese Nationals provide
the Huskies with plenty of re. serve firepower.
oac h B ens~rn desc rib d hi s
tea m ' goa l aga inst Washington
in thi s manner : ··w will slriv
for di scipline and gr ea t command
over the body. That' s what it
(gymna sli ·s) is all about.
" If w
can do thi s we will
gi ve the · ' a good run for their
mon y. W made a good show ing
last yea r in los ing and we hop
to d~plica tc that effort on thei r
hom e floor .··
Benson is hoping for A-I pe rformance s from his big four of
Rand y Carruthers, Mace Br.ad y,
Jerry Kraft and Walt Prue lo
protect Eastern 's 4-0 record.
Ca rruther. . a two- tim e allAmeri ca n and NAIA longhorse
va ulting c hampion two yea r s
ago. i s the Savages' grea te t a llar ound threa t.
Brady fini shed fourth nationally
la. t . eason in long horse vaulting,
and Kraft claimed fifth place in
fl oor exer ci se.
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Koch Leads NAIA
By DAVE SUTTON
Sports Writer

Hon Koch, East rn 's sup r
waf r scoop r , has been k cping
Sc.1vage swimming team 's
th
head abov water.
After th weekly N AIA swimming r suits wcr r I ·a s d, Ko ·h

Women Tumble
High Schoolers
A meet
with area high
school tea m s will re pla ce Ea sgymani sti cs
tern 's women
team 's scheduled m eet with
the U niversity of Idaho Saturday afternoon a t 2: 00 in the
F ie ldhou se.
Idaho e ncounte red a brea kdown of tea m m e mbership du e
to grades and di sinte rest, necessitating di s banding of th e
sq uad.
Tea m s from Fe rris, Shadle
Park and the
Ke nn ew ick
YW 'A will parti c ipate in the
exhibi tion matc h.
Mr s . Dana
Vail , Eastern.
coach , s uggested that the high
school co mpetition would be
kee ner than Idaho's an ywa y.

Prison Fight Set
For Last Night
AND TWO MORE-Another Gilman bucket failed to stem the Boise
tide as they rallied from seven point halftime deficit for victory. Dave
Lofton high-pointed for Savages with 25 points.

W ,ather
hav i ng perm ill d.
Easte rn 's Esq uire 'lub Boxers
journ eyed to Wa lla Walla la st
night for rnat ·hes with th Stale
Penitentia r y.
The bou ts were scheduled ror
Thu rsda~· but poor rua d ·ondition .· for · tl a postponement.
Fred Bozanich. the AA club 's
coac h . for •saw the possibi lity or
his fighte r s grc:ibbi ng off as ma ny
as six of the indi vi dual troph ies
that wer· lo be pres ntecl to
each win ner. Born ni ch had viewed
film s of th• Walla \ ,.i lia box r·s
ea rli r . and h collaborated with
the prison coach on the fight
pa irings .
feb. 15 t h Bach lor Club will
sponsor bouts in Gonzaga ·s Kennedy Pavi li on between Wa shington
Stale, Walla Wa lla inmates and
Ea ste rn .
Walla Walla-Easte rn Pairings
Inmate s
E squire Club

VICIOUS TANGO-Eastern's Jim Throop, left, jockeys for position on his University of Calgary opponent
in his Saturday match at the Fieldhouse. Throop won his match as Savages claimed meet, 29-10.

II Weather Cooperates:

Matn,en To Invade Coast
Weather permitting Eastern's
wrestling team will travel to the
coast this weekend for a Friday
night match with Seattle Pacific
and a Saturday afternoon encounter with Western Washington in
Bellingham before returning home
to face Whiteman College here
Monday night at 7 : 30.
Last weekend's adverse weather forced cancellation of two out
of the three matches Eastern had
scheduled. Saturday's morning
match with the University of Calgary's team, which flew down,
was the only one held. The Savage matrhen made this one a
good one however by downing
Calgary, 29-10.
Both the University of P uget
Sound, which was scheduled Friday, and the U niversity of Idaho,
which was scheduled Saturday
night, were forced to cancel due
to the bad traveling conditions.
The University of Idaho match
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might possibly be rescheduled
Tuesday, February 11, at Cheney
reported John Crane, wrestling
coach . This date was not officially confirmed at press time however.
The Savages started out fa st in
the victory over Calgary, winning
the first seven matches. Jerry
Byrne regi stered the only pin ,
but Steve Swauwarti, Dave Portwood , John Lanouette, Mike
Haptonstall and Jim Troop all
won decisions , while Mike Wright
won by forfeit.

Journey Foiled
Eastern's track team did not
make the trip to Lethbridge, Alberta over the weekend due to
the sever e winter weather . As a
substitute the team participated
in a time trial pra tice session
again st Whitworth in Spokane.

Intra murals Big
Five hundred men divided
into 48 teams and five different leagues is the reason
for this year's intramural basketball program being one of
the biggest in the school's history.
The fine turnout and enthusiasm in the program did develop a bit of a scheduling
problem in so far as available
playing areas were concerned,
Howard Uibel, director of intramurals said. To help cope
with the problem every available gym floor is being used
in the Fieldhouse, with games
going on each Monday- Thursday. The games get underway
at 5: 00 p.m. and continue until 9 :30.
Playoffs will be held Marc h
5-6 to decide the over-all
champion and the various
runners-up.

Dann y Bre en ( 130) vs.
Don Sandstrom
Little Man Thomas ( 132 ) vs.
Jim Pat Haglund
Al Holyock (149 ) vs.
Dave Gelvin
Jim Minear ( 158) vs.
Art Rosengren
John Thomas ( 160) vs.
Dick McMillan
Banging Hardy (160) vs.
Greg Brown
Maurio Valenzuela (174) vs.
John Copeland
Sidney Ford (185 ) vs.
Joe Stanek
Jim Parkdala (185) vs.
RichLinton
Danny Clark (210) vs.
Fred DeHaven
Mario Cortinas (190) vs .
Randy Stoner
Greenman Stokes (190) vs.
Terry Cothier

(130)
(130)
(155)
(160)
(165)
( 160)
(174)
(185)
(185)
(200)
(185)
(195)

lead s the pack in the 200 _var d
butterfl y with a time of 2:03 .3
He is also fourth in the nation
in the 200 ya rd br ast strok • c.1nd
the 200 yard indi vidual m dlc.v
His limes for thos ev nts ar<-'
2:25 .1 and 2:09.9. respectivel y.
The swimming team, lacking
depth , pe rs onne l and ex perience ,
accord ing to coach Ric Hutterly,
has been having a fair year so
far but expect to bring hom e
s ome awards from the NAIA national meet in Chicago next month .
Ineligi bil ity ha s been the biggest problem , but Ilu llerly said
Koch ha s kept the team f rorn
being embarrassed too badl y rn
most of the m els. ln his ev nh.
K och he.t s placed first or second
v r·y Lim he gels in the wat 'I' .
Eastern qua lifi es fo r six events
in the NAIA, acco rding to Hutterly, a nd s hould be strong in them .
Swimmers in th e 200 yard back
s troke, bullert'ly, indi vidual med ley, 100 ya rd butte rl'ly and 400
ya rd indi vid ual m edl ey will compete.
Hobin O' Donn 11 . J•Jast •rn · s I op
swimmer last sea son. has be n ineligib l for th regular sea son .
but shou ld be i n good sha p0 lo r
th' national s.
E:a sl ' rn ·s reco rd for the season
t arn ha s beat n
is 3-7 . Th
'v hi tworlh i n three m eeti ngs and
lost to niversit.v of Montana 1n
its most r ce nt co ntest. 7:3-24.
" We ju s t can't compete with
the bigge r schoo ls when we don 't
ha ve the de pth ," said H utterl y.
The aqua men meet Central F'rida y and swi m against We ste rn
Scl turday .
" West rn shou Id be a rea I good
meet becau se the.v don·t hav an~·
r ·al outstandi ng swimm rs and
if we get the ri ght combina lions
of fi rs t and second place . we
could win the rneet.
ither wa!·.
it wi II be a good match ... said
H u t Le r·I~' .

Fluid Group To
Pick Best Legs
Ea stern· .· most " fluid " all male
org anization, the Ba ch !or's lub .
is hosti ng a ver~· uniqu
typ
of co nlest.
The contest i s for the .. Mi ss
Best Legs·· ti lie among t:a ·tern·s
co-ed students . Br.vn Jon s... s··
Cl ub member told the Ea . terner that the prelimina ry judging
has already take n pla · by members of lh~ ·· B" Club at a " ctn·"
m ee ting la. t Wednesda y.
Finalist are Lo rie Geo rge,
Becky Wood, Cher Brown, Sherry
Ta y lor, and Sa ll y Ann Johnson.
The final judging. sai d Jone .
will be held at a dance to be
hosted by the " B" Club this
Saturday,' Feb. 1. Judging in th is
ca..,e will be by all men atten ding
the dance . Music for the event
will be provided by t he ·' Rotations " .
The dance will tart at 8 :00
o' clock in the Bali Lounge of
the Sub, said Jones. Admission
is $1.

Ed Woodell
FOR

AS President
Let's become involved

VOTE AT THE PRIMARY
FEBRUARY 12 & 13, 1969
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Ju Jitsu Sideline
Of Sociology Prof
to women at Community College
as women, theoretically, can be
as proficient in Ju Jitsu as men.
As a person progresses in
adeptness, he is awarded different belt degrees, beginning
with white, followed by yellow
green, three degrees of brown
and five degrees of black.
Ju Jitsu is not as functional
to society as Judo or Karate
Moynahan imagined the situation where a man is pushing another man with both hands. In
Judo the latter takes the opponents oncoming weight and
throws him in the direction
from which he 's coming. In
Karate he blocks and punches
him. In Ju Jitsu he takes his
force and turns him with it,
perhaps dislocating an elbow.
Karate, requiring more physical
exertion, is usually limited to
men.
The emphasis in Ju Jitsu i~
not to use it except as a lasl
resort. This art has always welcomed participants from any
race or religion.
The Japanese were also the
first ones to use Kapo, a form
of artificial recessitation. Kapo is
a method of knowing which nerve
to strike in order to stop a nose
bleed, to stimulate a heart that
has stopped, to relieve a headache. Drowning persons have
been revived by the Kapo technique of putting a man on a
rain barrel and rolling him back
and forth . Japan has rain barrels at every house.
Moynahan once studied Gung
Fu, the Chinese form of Ju Jitsu, in San Francisco. Belonging
to the Gung Fu Society depended on the Chinese. Society members would meet an interested
party on a corner, blindfold
him and drive him to their workout room in downtown Chinatown, Moynahan said.

By LAURA JAMIESON
Staff Writer

Self-defense without weapons is
found in Ju Jitsu, an Oriental
method by which an adversary's strength defeats himself.
Force against force is not employed in Ju Jitsu, stated James
Moynahan, sociology and Ju
Jitsu instructor. Although physically threatened , ·one goes not
hit back, but instead redirects
the opponent's energy in order
to successfully apply a technique.
These techniques include striking, choking, dislocating and
throwing the enemy, added
Moynahan. The latter could be
maimed, paralyzed or killed.
Lesser effects might be a broken
foot, leg, shoulder, arm or finger
joints.
Moynahan first studied Ju Jitsu
in Japan in 1948. He received
his first degree black belt in
1959, his second degree belt in
1961 and his third degree in
1967:. _
Sine:-~ 1956 · he has had .3500
s~udents in Ju Jitsu and Karate.
One student is now giving lessons

I INTERVIEWS
February 5: Ted Knutsen and one
other representative, Oak Harbor
School Dist., Oak Harbor, Wash., will
be on campus interviewing for the
following known openings : 1st, 2nd,
3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th. At secondary level,
have openings all areas with exception of B.P .E ., ind. arts , and soc. st.
They are in need of a psychot. , and
A.H.S. debate and A.H.S. asst. football
coach. Also will talk with any other
candidates interested in their district.
February 5: Mr. Kenneth L. Robesky,
interviewer, Kern High School District, Bakersfield, Calif., will be on
campus to talk with secondary teacher candidates, all areas, for positions with their district.
February 6: Mr. Lee Alarid, pers.
dir., ABC Unified School Dist., Artesia, Calif., near Los Angeles area,
will be interviewing teacher candidates for known vacancies in : 1st,
2nd . .3rd. 4th , 5th, 6th. At hiJ?h school
level : English social studies, -science,
math . Will also talk with any other
candidates interested in their district.
February 6: A group of representatives, Bellevue School District, Bellevue, Wash., will be on campus to
talk with teacher candidates. Known
vacancies are : Kindergarten, 1st, 2nd,
3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th , elem . art, physical
ed. and reading . At the Jr. high
level : art, counselors, home ec. , math,
libra rian, reading, science, music gen.,
band, orchestra, boys p.e., girls p.e.,
Spanish, typing, Language arts, social studies block. High School : art,
bus. ed., English, home ec. (voe),
ind. arts, math, physical education,
science, social studies and any other
candidates interested in their district.
February 6: William Whitesel and
Pa trick Hollingsworth, representatives, Fede ral Way School District,
Fede ral Way, Wash. , will be on
campus to talk with teacher candidates. Known vacancies are : Kinde rgarten, 1st, 2nd , 3rd, 4th, 5th,
6th a nd all areas at the Jr. High
and High School levels. Will also
talk with any other candidates interested in their district.
February 7: Robert Deal, Supt. ,
Wapato School District, Wapato,
Wash., will be on campus 'to interview teacher candidates. Known vacancies are : Kindergarten, 1st, 2nd,
3rd, 4th , 5th, 6th ; Jr . High : Ind.
arts, reading, boys P .E . Basketball coaching, social studies. Also will
talk with any other candidates interested in their dist rict.
February 7: Ray Ha nes, representative, Anchorage Borough School District, Anchorage, Alarka, on campus
to talk with prospective teacher s interested in teaching in . Alaska.
Known openings in : Kinde rgarten,
1st , 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th , and they
wish to talk with seconda ry candida tes in all subjects a nd special education teachers for both elementar y
and seconda ry.
Appointments for interviews may
be made through the placement office , Showalter Room 114 .

•

Spurs Invite
Freshmen Girls
All off-campus freshmen girls
who were resident students last
quarter are requested to leave
their names and addresses in
the SPUR mailbox in the SUB
so that formal invitations to
the Founder's Day Tea Feb.
14 can be mailed to them, according to Lois Kaneyama,
SPUR pu~licity chairman.
Freshmen girls who by some
chance do not receive formal
invitations are nonetheless invited to the affair to be held
7 p.m. in Louise Anderson's
formal lounge, Miss Kaneyama
said.

New Fellowships Offered
For Junior College Profs

Yearbook Order
Due March 1
All orders for 1969 Kinnikinicks must be in before
March 1. The yearbooks are
on sale now at the Information
booth in the SUB, announced
Rosetta Grant, editor.

There may be good news await- · from all over the country ( and
ing you in the office of graduate the world ) , community colleges
studies if your aspirations point are 1oca1 centers of learning.
to a teaching career in a junior
Community colleges, like Spoor community college.
kane Community College, are
Last week Eastern received a mainly oriented toward a local
grant from the U.S. Office of area, like the Spokane area, and
The Eastern Orchestra will be
Education for the creation of 10 its citizens; the courses taught performing a "Pops" concert tonew fellowships under the new are no different than those of a morrow in Bali Lounge at 12:45
master's program for the train- university (excepting perhaps p.m.
ing of community college teach- some vocational courses) but the
The program will include selecers.
student body's character and, lions the orchestra will be preThis new program, initiated by consequently, teaching procedur- senting for area high schools and
Dr. Boyd C. Mills, provides for es, differ significantly,'; ·or. Mills also in a combined performance
the by-passing of the year of concluded.
with the Eastern Band, Feb. 16,
teaching required before working
The U. of W. and WWSC on in Showalter Auditorium.
on a master's degree in education. the west side of the state also reHighlighting the concert will be
Now, under the community col- ceived grants for their community a special selection from " 2001,
lege program the potential com- college program experiment, but A Space Odyssey", and vocal
munity college teacher can con- on the east side, EWSC was the selections, including "The Imtinue uninterrupted from gradua- only college to·get a grant.
possible Deam" and "Lineman",
tion with his bachelor's degree in: ,~--~-----------s•u•n•g•b•y•G•e•n•e_H_a_m_m_o_n_d_.- - to graduate studies and lhen
straight into a teaching position.
Two significant differences apparent in the new program are
the absence of a foreign language and thesis requirement (unless essential to studies) and the
inclusion of an intensive teaching phase--more like a period of
"internship" in a community college.
" The reason for this new pro·
gram", explained Dr. Mills, "is
that community and junior colleges are a unique educational
institution suggesting teachertraining focused on this uniqueness. Whereas the U. of W., WSU
and Eastern are, for example,
schools accommodating students
I

''Pops'' Concert
Slated Tomorrow

VOTE

WAIN

FRITCHIE

MAIN STREET
BAIBER SHOP
IXCEUENT HAIRCUTS
Adults $1 .75 Children $1.25
320 ·MAIN, CHENEY

THE MOON SENDS A SOFT light through these branches giving them the look of intricate cobwebs.
Head photographer John Brady used a time exposure to capture this wintry scene.
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